Get trained on-demand, at the best price

Our All-Access Hitachi Training Card delivers significant cost savings and scheduling benefits giving you the freedom to select the curriculum and courses that best fit your needs and schedule.

Subscription Includes:

- Attend an unlimited number of Hitachi Vantara instructor-led training (ILT) and virtual instructor-led (vILT) training courses on the public schedule
- Access hundreds of streaming on-demand learning assets, whenever you want, wherever you want
- Role-based learning paths to guide you to “what’s next”
- Unlimited access to Hitachi Virtual Training Labs
- Additional learning opportunities including webinars, access to experts, certifications, and more!

Available options

Hitachi Training Card for Individuals
This option allows an individual (one person) full subscription benefits.

Hitachi Training Card – Corporate
Use the Hitachi Training Card – Corporate program to train as many employees as you like, for just one low price.*

Stay ahead of the curve with simplified, cost saving, educational planning with the freedom to select the curriculum and courses that best fit your needs and schedule.

Visit our Training Portal.

* Hitachi Virtual Training Labs and On-Demand Learning Library access is NOT included with a Corporate Card Purchase.